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Prep School Accelerated Reader
Which group from each ‘bubble’ has
the highest word count?
Years 3 & 4 – 4TC with 776,630 words
Years 5 & 6 – 6 Set 1 English with
602,950 words
Years 7 & 8 – 7 Set 1 English with
563,886 words
However, a very special
CONGRATULATIONS to 3HJ for passing
a truly amazing 129 quizzes so far this
term!

School Shop
Any orders received from 1pm Thursday 15th October to
1pm Wednesday 28th October will be ready for collection
between 9am -12noon on Thursday 29th and Friday 30th
October from the school office. Any orders not collected
will be handed to your child on Monday 2 November.
Just a reminder you can access the school shop by clicking
the following icon on the Copthorne Prep homepage:
You can also access it by going on the Menu - Our School School Shop or by scrolling down to the footer.
You are now able create an account on the school shop to
see your past orders. You can do this by going on to the
School Shop website, clicking on the 'Shop' page (which can
be found on the top right hand side of the page), and
scrolling all the way down to the bottom of the page:

Christmas Cards
Just a reminder that the Christmas
cards art work need to be returned
on Tuesday (3 Nov) after half term.
Tempest Photos
Please order your tempest photos by
Sunday, 18 October. You will be
offered free delivery to our school
address, however it is possible to order
after that time but you will incur a small
charge. All payments should be made
to Tempest directly via the online
ordering system.

Life coaching - Jenny Tower
Last week I talked about you and your child and PACE – your ‘internal motors’...do you work in the same
gear and at the same speed? Imagine how uncomfortable you are when you are driving at your ‘default
pace’ and someone tailgates you...trying to force you to speed up. OR imagine what it is like
when you are driving and get stuck behind a slower car and can’t get on. Again...a bit uncomfortable,
irritating, frustrating....
Another way the DISC Model of Human Behaviour can identify people is through ‘ORIENTATION’ or
‘COMPASS’... Click here to read more.

Prep

Wonderful Photos
Thank you to Mr Lee who has taken these lovely photos of the school... the post got quite a few likes
on Facebook!
Year 3
Year 3 showed great team work and friendship when one of the boy's glasses went missing (they flew
off his head whilst enjoying their free play). All the children were concerned and conducted a thorough
search of the woods. Unfortunately no glasses were found, but they were all ready to lend a helping
hand! The Year 3’s needed the help of the Year 4’s to complete their first science experiment this
week. They measured their own forearms and compared them to the Year 4’s to investigate human
growth.

Year 4
In History, Year 4 took part in a fact hunt all about Hadrian’s Wall and were amazed by some of the
facts! Hadrian's wall was built as a form of defence during the Roman Province of Britannia.
In English, Year 4 created their own newspaper recounts all about the miracle web on
Mr. Zuckerman’s farm!

Year 5
Year 5 continued their improvisation topic in Drama this week! This time we had stories about
destructive hot dogs, friendly zombies, Spongebob and Darth Vader. Improv allows you to become
more positive, become a team player and makes you more creative!

Year 6
Year 6 are reading the novel ‘Goodnight Mister Tom’. Using evidence from the text, we drew maps
of Weirwold, then wrote descriptive pieces, imagining we were walking through our maps. In our
descriptions we made use of powerful adjectives, embedded clauses, similes, metaphors and
prepositions to add interest for our readers. Year 6 went on a fact hunt around school in History
this week. They had to find 9 facts about the Mayan writing system. Did you know the Maya wrote
on paper made from the bark of a fig tree?

Good Manners Table
3HJ
3KP
4AH
4TC

Elani B
Amari G
Theo T
Emily L
House Stars

Newton
Sale
Rendall
Workman

49
29
49
40

Year 7
Year 7 have been testing food in Science to see if it contains sugar or starch. They were surprised that
onions contain sugar! In Art they have been taking forced perspective photographs, manipulating
human visual perception through the use of scaled objects… in this case, making themselves into
giants!

Year 8
Year 8 had free rein to build anything they wanted out of wood this term in DT. They had to research
how to build their items, draw out a detailed plan and get to work. Ella is making a sweet dispenser and
Felix is making a holder for his Xbox consoles!

Nursery

Oaks class have been toasting marshmallows in the mud kitchen this week!
They have also been making a splendid bug hotel in the mud kitchen area. To do this they collected
leaves and twigs to place in between large logs and can’t wait to see all the different bugs visiting the
hotel!
The theme for Acorns this week was the colour 'pink', Zayon built a brick house for the three little pigs
to go with the theme! Juhi, Raya and Vadaanya made some perfectly pink flamingos! Edward made the
most of the Autumn leaves and made an amazing crown at home.

Congratulations to this week’s
Stars of the Week:
Oaks
Rec JD
Rec AH
Yr 1 S/PS
Yr 1 JB
Yr 2 HA
Yr 2 DP

Poppy
Noah
Jeremiah
Alex
Evangelina
Kian
Aidan

Particular kindness and sensitivity to children & staff
Always trying his best and doing neat, hard work
Good participation in Maths games, great subitising with the dice
Great lateral thinking skills in all subjects
Always being a kind friend and consistently working hard
Confidence in his computer skills
Super story writing!

Well done to the children who
sat at the Good Manners Table!
Yr 1 EPS/JS
Yr 1 JB
Yr 2 HA
Yr 2 DP

Alfred
Elliott
Zak
Ella
Luke
Willlow

Lost Property
Andreas' (Rec AH)
black coat has gone missing

Club changes after Half Term other clubs remain the same!
Tuesday
Climbing
Year 2
3.30pm-4.30pm

Wednesday
Chess
Year 2
3.30pm-4.15pm

Thursday
IT Stem Club
Year 2
3.30pm-4.30pm

Thursday
Chess
Year 2
3.30pm-4.15pm

Friday
Spanish
Year 2
4:00pm-4:30pm

Emelia B
Kaelen P
Cali E
Max L
Millie S

Charlie F
Sienna M
Zeel S
Kian G
Jenson R
Emelia B
Willow G
Kai S
Luke B
Kaelan P

Areen Z
Willow G
Josiah M
Phoebe P
Kai S
Jenson R
Zeel S
Millie S
Kaelan P

Havana H
Hongqi Z
Max L
Ibrahim A

Olivia A
Cali E
Kian G
Zeel S
Millie S
Ella W
Areen Z
Emelia B
Havana H
Josiah M
Kaelen P
Phoebe P
Amber P

Reception
This week Reception have been working in small groups to complete jungle animal puzzles. We
have been looking at numbers 4 and 5, hunting for the correct amount of objects and have been
working on recognising the amount of spots on a dice by playing board games. We also painted our
hands and turned them into cheeky monkeys!

Year 1
This half term we have been exploring place value in all its glory in Maths and this week has been no
exception. We have continued to develop our understanding of the greater than, less than and equals
to symbols both practically and on paper.
The teachers have been really impressed by the children’s use of mathematical language and their
ability to answer written questions about numbers presented in a variety of different formats ranging
from pictorial representations of numbers to number lines and more. Some children have really
started to develop their ability to think laterally in order to solve problems. Alex wanted to use the
equals sign in a task where she only had one of each number so decided to put 9 and 1 on one side
and 10 on the other in order to do so.
Our ‘My World’ topic is also drawing to a close and we have created skeletons in Art using cardboard
cotton buds to represent each of the main bones of the body. The skeletons from Mrs Barham’s class
can be seen through the windows of her classroom as you walk past the Pre Prep building and those
from the other class adorn the Year 1 corridor and bring a smile to the faces of all who pass!

Year 2
In Forest School Year 2 made frames and used them to identify different bugs in the ground. In Art
they have been painting still life pictures. We carefully painted fruit bowls and created fruit portraits
in the style of Arcimboldo.
Year 2 have also been learning about food from all around the world. As they could not make the
food at home and bring it in like they usually would, they dressed up in clothing from their chosen
country.

Jungle Theme
The Reception children dressed up today to go with their jungle topic
for end the term! Thank you Karen for the jungle themed lunch!

